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INTRODUCTION

Economic growth is a complex process that involves much
more than physical capital formation alone. The buildings of
modern. nations depend upon the development of people and the
organization of human activity. As technological developments
have altered produetion techniques, types of mechanical equipment
and varieties of outputs, society has begun to recognize that eco
nomic progress involves not only changes in machinery but alsa
in man. Investment in people makes it possible to take advantage
of technical progress as well as to continue that progress. That is,
education can be considered as one of the main ways of providing
improvement in the quality of manpower for eoonomic growth.
However, this does not mean that education will cure all the
problems of society, but we think it will not be wrong to say that
without education and training no cure for any problem is possible.

Although the precise measurement of education and training
effects is still subject to debate, investment in education expands
and extends knowledge, leading to advances which raise producti
vity and improve health.

(0) The author, while alone resporısible for the shortcornings of this paper,
wishes to acknowledge the many helpful suggostiorıs from Prof. Mor-ris
A. Horowitz chairman of Economies Department of Northeastern University,
Bostan, Mass.
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In this paper we tried 1:0 explain contributions of education
and training to economic development. The first part of this paper
includes introductory knowledge whioh is necessary 1:0 explain
what the effects of education and training in development are.
The second part attempts to explain contributions of education
and training toeeonomic development in terms of both agricultural
and industrial growth.

PART ONE: THE ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF EDUCATIONAL
INVESTMENT

A. Histerical Progress of the Idea of Investment In Man

Before starting to analyse educational investment economically,
we think it is important to give a brief historical view of the idea
of investment in man.

As an economic eoncept human capital is at least two centuries
old but its incorparation into the mainstream of economic analysis
and researeh is a newand lively development of the past three
decades.

The eoncept that investment in human capital promotes eco
nomic growth actually dates back to the time of Adam Smith and
early classical economists whoemphasized the importance of
investing in human skills. Adam Smith stressed the importance
af edueation at various points in «The Wealth of Nations» and he
specifically included the acquired and useful abilities of all
inhabitants or members af society in his concept of fixed capital

"The aequisition of sueh talents, by the maintenanee of the aequirer
during his education, study or apprenticeship always eost a real
expenee which is a eapital fixed and as it were, in his person.
Those talents, as they make a part of his fortune, so do
they likewise of that of the society to which he belongs" (l).

Another economist Alfred Marshall has also emphasized the
importance of education as a national investment and according
to his view investment in human beings was the most valuable
capital (2). Marshall held that while human beings are incontestably

(1) Frederick Harblson-Charlos Myers Education, Manpower and Economic
Growth, NewYork, Mc Graw-Hill Company, 1964, p. 3.

(2) Harblsorı and Myers, p. 5.
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capital from an abstract and mathematical point of view, it would
be out of touch with the market place to treat them as capital in
practical analyses. Investment in human beings has aceordingly
seldam been incorporated in the formal core of economics, even
though many economists, including Marshall, have seen its rele
vance at one point or anather in what they have written.

Modern Economists, however, have not paid as much explicit
attention to human resources in economic growth as same of the
classical economists like Smith and Marshall did. Same modern
Economists virtually ignored the human resource factor in econo
mie development maybe because physical capital was measurable
and a capital-output relationshipwas given an appearent quanti
tative respectability. But within past three decades a number of
economists in the U.S. have called atterıtion to the importance of
human resources and particularly to investment in education. One
of these economists is Theodere W. Schultz. According to Schultz,
the failure to treat human resources expilicitly as a form of capital,
as a produced means of production as the product af investment
has fostered the retention of the classical rıotion of labor as a capa
city to do manual work requiring little knowledge and skill, a
capacity with which according to this notian laborers are endowed
about equally. This notian of labor was wrong now. Counting
individuals who can and want to work and treating such a count
as a measure of the quantity of an economic factor is no more
meaningful than it would be to count number of all manner of
machines to determine their economic importance either as a stock
of capitalar as a flow of productive services (3).

Schultz classified same af the important activities that improve
human capabilities on five nıajor categories: 1. Health facilities
2. On-the-job Training, including old style apprenticeship organi
zed by firms 3. Formally organized education 4. Study programs
for adults 5. Migratian of individuals and families to adjust to
changing job opportunities.

Edward F Denisan is one of the othereconomists who did
same computations about human capitaL. Both Schultz and Denisan

(3) T.W. Schultz, «Investment in Human Capital», THE AMERICAN ECONOMIC
REVIEW, Vol. 51, March 1001, p. 3.
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have same computatrans about the trends of educational capital
and growth of real national ineome between 1900-1957 (4).

As a result, the corıtribution of humarı capital theory to eco
nomies does not He in a reformulation of econornic theary but in
pushing back the boundaries of economics beyand the sphere of
market transaction. The application of the human capital concept
to economic growth and to labor economies were initially pionee
red independenty. The concepts are the same problem: Individual
economic growth at the miero level and growth of the economy at
the macro-Ievel.

B. Characteristies of Educational Investment

The main characteristic of educatiorıal investment is the dim
cuIty of making an adequate investment decision in the field of
education because this is a very long term investment which affects
production several decades ahead. Indecd one of the most signifi
cant aspect of human investment Hes precisely in the length of
the gestation period. As an example it is obvious that medieal
doctors can not be created in a short period out of people with a
law level of literacy (5). The gestation period can be varied within
wide limits and one main problem from the point of view of
growth is how far to prolong education with regard to its marginal
effect on production. In comparison. while physical plant and
equipment can be acquired or built quite rapidly, the development
of significarıt and broadly based level of human capital of anatian
is a lengthy process which involves profound social and cuItural
changes.

The other characteristic is that the human character of educa
tional capital as distinct from that af real capital creates a special
problem for analysis and policy. By educatirıg students wc create
people better able to invent and innova1:e in the field of technology,
political life, organization and culture. This will affect the trend
of technology and production in a way that is urıique, when com
pared with investment in other factors.

(4) We are going to give same numerical findings about these studies in the
second part.

(5) Harvey Leibenstein, -Shortages and Surpluses in Eucation in Underdeveloped
Countrfes», EDUCATION AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, Ed. C. Arnold
Anderson and M. Jean Bowman, Aldine Publlshlng Company, Chicago,
19'65, p. 52.
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C. Criteria For Educational Investment

The main economic problem that all governments face with
is how to allocate scarce resources betweerı competing ends. These
sources include capital, labor, land and other natural resources.
The competing ends are consumption and investment. Here the
ehoice between consumption, which satisfy needs and wants

. immediately, and investment, which creates the eapacity to produce
future goods and services,is amatter of time prefererıce and is
depend on society's objectives.

If expenditures on education are thought of as a kind of
investment in human capital, then the a11oeation of resources to
educatiorı becomes an investment problem in which rates of return
to education must be compared with rates of return to alternative
types of investments in guiding the commitrnent of scarce resource
to new investment projeers among them education (6).

While econıomists since Adam Smith recognized the importanee
of educatiorı as a type of private or social investment, only reeently
economists have undertaken rigorous coneeptual and statistical
examination of the eviderice on costs, returns and rate of returrı

to edueation.

The cost of education simply home by the studerıt or his
parents eonsist not merely of tuition and other school expenditu
res, but also of foregone earnings, Similiarly the loss of what the
student could have earned if he had spent the seholl years in
gainful employment instead. Beyond early sehooling, foregorıe

earnings are the largest comperıenı of schooling eost (7). This
opportunity eost must be considered in the evaIuation of invest
ment projects, because every investmen decision involves a sacrifice
of alternative opportunities. In investment decisions the justifica
tion for any must he that it will rnake the greatest possible. There
fore ihe choioe of investment must be based on an analysis of the
«external efficierıcy» of all competing uses of resources from the
point of view of society's objectives as well as the internal effici-

(6)W. Lee Hansen. «Human Capital Requirements for Educational Expansion-,
EDUCATlON AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, Ed. C. Arnold Arıderson

and M. Jean Bowman, Aldine Publishing Company, Chicago, 1965, p. 120.
(7) Jacop Mirıcer, «Human Capital and Econornic Growth», ECONOMICS OF

EDUCATION REVIEW, Printed in Great Britain, V.3, N.3, p. 196.
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ency of resouree use. Both internal and external efficieney must
be at a maximum level if the best use is to be made of searee
resourees. In other words, investment shoices must be based both
on cost-benefit analysis, which is concerrıed external efficiency and
on cost-effectiverıess analysis, which measure internal effici
eney (8).

Comparisons of rates of return to edueation with rates of return
on other investments can indicate the desirability of existing allo
eations araf changes in them sinee equality of rates in al types
of investments are required for a social optimum. From this point
of view edueation itself maybe attraetive and it may enhanee future
enjoyment of life, apart from the monetary gain. Employers pay
higher wages to the more edueated workers beeause their skill and
productivity are seen and experienced as greater than that of less
educated workers. In the absenee of strong barriers to supply the
wage differential translates into a rate of return oomparable to
those on alternative human or other investments. Increases in
demand favoring more educated workers raise the rate of return
on schooling indueing growth of enrollrnents until the increased
return has been redueed baek to an equilibrium level. However,
we have to mention that there are some difficulties with the mea
sures of the returns from edueation. First of all earnings at diffe
re nt edueational or age level are not solely the result of formal
edueation, but refleet orı-the-job training, experience, differenees
in natural ability, social status, family ineome and the other
factors. Another difficulty is that one level of edueation leads to
another, so that cornparisons of those with a primary edueation
and those who laek it may underestimate the value of primary
education as a stepping stone to further edueation.

D. Determining Optimum Level of Educational Irıvestment

The Neeessity of Planning Edueation for Economic Growth

Once we corısider education as an investment we have to
determine the optimum level of educational investment like we do
for other types of investments to provide effectiveness in resouree
alloeation. At this point some questions beoome important: educa
tion for what?, education for which occupatiorısP, and edueation

(8l George Psacharopoulos and Maureen Woodhal, Eduoation for Development.
Oxford University Press, New'York, 1985, p. 23.
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until which point? From this point of view the lenght of edueation
as well as the elıoice of the types of educatiorı has to be eeonomi
eally adjusted to the pattern of future produetion of the eountry
coneerned, whether underdeveloped or highly developed. The
ehoice ise eomplieated by the faet that labor with different types
and levels of education is in a position of eomplementarity from a
produetion point of view. Too manv lawyers in otherwise under
developed environment will yield a low or even negative marginal
return. Similiarly the university engineers must be balaneed against
the number of lower level teehnicians. The marginal return of
inercasing the engineer derısity of the population may decline
beyand a eertain point, at least, if we extendthe eoneept of growth
beyand what is included in national accounts as production we
should not presume that under all cireumstanees, the margina1
return of higher educatiorı in art, humanities and social scienees
is neeessarily lower than that of education in scienee and techno
logy (9). The eonclusion at this point is obvious: «it is necessary
planning edueation to determine the optimum level of educatiorıal

investment and to obtain developmental targets of the society»,

Beeause planningedueaüonal investment can be a topic for
anather research paper here, we just will give brief information
to emphasize the relationship between determinirıg optimum level
of edueational investment and planning edueation for eeonomic
growth.

Where general economie development plan exist, it is clear
that edueational planning must be related to the overall production
targets established by the eeonomie plan. But even in the absenee
of eeonomie planning, education is in all countries primarily a
public responsibility, and decisions with respeet to the amount and
nature of educational expenditures are corıtinuously being taken
by publie authorities, presumably in terms of same eoneeption of
all the social goals that are to be served. it is important to mention
that not only must there be edueational planning but the nature of
the problem dietates that this planning be long term. This is
because there are significant time lags in the formatian of human
capitaL. To make edueational plan firstly a eountry's needs for

(oj Ingvar Svennilson, «Education , Research and other unidentified factor İn

Growth», HUMAN CAPITAL FORMATION AND MANPOWER DEVELOP
MENT, Ed. Ronald A. Wykstra, The Free Press, NewYork, 1971, p. 47.
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education must be determined. In other words «educational requi
rements» to establish certain targets for social and economic
development must be determirıed(Iü). Thus «timing» and «sequ
ence» must be the essence of intelligent planning and attempts to
impose uniform educational targets ignore the fact that the impor
tanee of educational investrnent willy vary from area to area. In
same areas agricultural development needs ernphasis while in other
areas the development of road networks may seem a more pressing
rıeed (11).

it is obvious that without planning education in same kinds of
oceupations will be over-invested while others will be under-inves
ted. This situation causes to a problem that nowadays most of the
courıtries such as India, Turkey, Spain ..ete. have. This problem is
called as «educated unemployed» (l2).

PART TWO: CONTRIBUTIONS OF EDUCATION and TRAINING
TO ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

A. Role Of Education and Training in Development
The education and training system has four major funetions

with respect to the lahor market: (l) to prepare to work force to
meet the nations job requirements (2) to facilitate adaption to
structural change in tlıecconomy (3) to improve ecorıomic perfor
rnance and (4) to prorrıote rnore equal access to employment(13).
The education received by anation's labor force is everywhere
recognized as one determinant of the level and rate of inerease in
its output per man or per man hour. There is however no consensus
as to how important a determinant it is and no agreed way to find
it. Neverthcless we can say that more education may contribute
to growth in two distinct ways. Firstly it may raise the quality of
the labor Iorce, defined to include all occupations from the highest
to the lowest. This may be presumed to increase labour produeti-

rıo: Herbert S. Parrıes, Forecasting Educational Needs For Eeonomie and Social
Development. OECD, Paris, 1962, p. 12.

(11) Gabriol Carron-Ta Ngoc Chau, Begıonal Disparities in Educatlonal Devetop
mont, UNESCO, Paris,WHO, p. 35,.

(2) For the oxample of unemployod trained in Spain see Morrıs A. Horowitz,
Manpower and Edueation in Franco Spain, Archon Books, Hamdcrı/Conrıec

ticut., 1974, p. 129.
(1:5) Peter B. Doeringcr, Work Place Perspectlves on Education and Training,

Mar'tinus Nijhoff Publishing , Bostan, 19H1, p. 2.
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vity independently of any tendeney for a larger number of educated
people to speed the erılargernerıtof the society's stock of knowledge
relevant to production. Secondly an upgrading of the educational
background of the population may accelerate the rate at which
society's stock of knowledge itself advances (14). Educational
backgrourıd decisively conditiorıs both the types of work a person
is able to perform and his profierıcy in any particular occupation.
it hasenhanced the skills of individuals withirı what is conventi
onally termed an occupation, often with considerable changes in
the work actually performed: it has alsa perrnitted a shift in occu.
pational composition from occupations in which workers typically
have Iittle education and low earnings toward education and
earnings are higher. Education and training alsa heightens a
person's awareness of job opportunities and thereby the changes
that he is ernployed where his marginal product is greatest. A more
educated work-force from top management to down also is better
able to learn about and use the most efficien t productiorı practices.

From this point of view we can say that the effects of educa
tion and training are no t limi ted to those who receive the schoo
ling; others are of ten directly affected. We must therefore distin
guish beteween the private benefits which accruc to lndividual
studerıts and the social berıefits which accure to all membcrs of
society. Same of the external benefits may be directly relatcd to
production. it has been observed that the better educated more
likely both to invent and to innovate. Recent economic work on
produetion funetions suggests that the quality of labor measured
by years of schooling completed, exerts a large and statistically
significant influence on productiorı. It is observed that well-educa
ted labor is more productive than less-educated labor.

In addition, the behavior of firms which are willing to pay
substantially more for a relatively well-educated workers suggests
that they perceive same productive differerıce. Of course it may
be that educated labor is not in fact more productive, and that the
employment of educated labor at higher wages is some sart of
irrational «conspicopus production» but if wc accept the extreme
view that education is not productive, we must be prepared to

(14) Edward F. Donison, «Measurlng the Contribution of Educatıon to Economic
Growth», THE JOURNAL OF BUSINESS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO,
April 196'2, p. 42.
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bellieve that in 1959 U.S. employers were willing to pay $43 billion,
or over a fifth of the total male labor earrıings for the privilege of
hiring labor with more than eight years of schooling for jobs that
elementary school graduates could have done just as well (15).

Most economists and edueators will aecept the propositiorı that
education makes same contributions to productivity. However,
our knowledge of the relationship between education and produe
tivity is still primitive. Here the answer lies not in the oeeupational
skills transmitted by the schall s, but in the a:bility of educational
system to equip youth successfully to fill adult roles, oeeupational
or otherwise. This socialization function of edueation accounts
for the greater ability of the educated to cope with their entire
environments. Successful pcrforrnance of a job requires many of
the same attitudes that are required for suecess in all roles; discip
line ability to comrnunicate and same basic reasoning eapabilities.
The school is partieularly important as a socializing institution in
many poor countries where training within the familyand other
traditional socialization agerıcies is inadequate for suecessful
performance in the moderrıizing sector of these nations. However,
as we rnentioned before, the consequences of education will not
always inerease social and individual welfare. Negative effects,
or costs associated with outputs rather than inpust, may be consi
derable important. Edueation and training may give rise to attitu
des toward manual libor or work in rural areas that introduce
rigidities into the labor market and oontribute to the problem of
the unemployrfıent of educated labor thus reducing the allocative
efficiency of the eeonomy. Negative effeets of a noneconomic type
are undoubtly important to same groups, particularly in countries
under going a process of rapid modernization.

Inconclusion, educational investment fulfills a number of
society's vital objectives. First of all, it satisfies a basic human
need for knowledge, provides a means of helping to meet other
basic needs, and helps sustain and accelerate overall development.
Education and training alsa provides essential skilled manpower
for both the industrialized and informal seetors of the economy,
provides the means of developing the knowledge skills and produc-

--------
(15) Samuel Bowles, -Plarıning Educational Systems For Economic Growth-,

Harwar'd University Press, Cambridge, Massachusotts, 1971, p. 23.
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tive ca:pacities of the labor force and acts as a catalyst in erıcoura

ging modern attitudes and aspirations. Even though sorne times
there are some negative effects, like unemployment of educated
labor, it is hard to deny the role of education and training in eco
nomic development. We think some examples that we are going
to give in the next step will make more clear this positive effects
of education and training in economic development.

B. The Link Between Education and Industrial Growth

As we mentioned before, human capital activities involve not
merely the transmission and embodiment of available knowledge
in people but also the production of new knowledge, which is the
source of innovation and of technical change. Without new know
ledge it is doubtful that larger quantities of existing physical
capital and more widespread education and health would create a
continuous growth in productivity on a global scale. In a funda
mental sense, a modern economy İs a result of the scientific revolu
tion, that İs, of the growth of systernatized scientific knowledge.

The geopraphic origin and spread of the industrial revolution
since 18th. century supports this view and the pivotal role of
human capital in generating and facilitating it. The industrial
revolution started with the scientific revolution in the northwest
of Europe and spread most rapidly to those areas where educati
onal development has made the transfer of technology most
feasible. It is clear now that the process of growth and diffusion
is worldwide. Human capital as embodiment of skills is a corıve

nient conceptualization of its role as coordinate factor of production
in its contribution to national economic growth. Human capital as
a saul'ce of new knowledge shifts production functions upward
and generates world wide growth (16).

In 1960's Schu:Itz (1961) and Denisan (1962) showed that
education contributes directly to the growth of national ineome by
improving the skills and productive capacities of the labor force.
This important finding led to a flood of studies on the economic
value of investment in education.

Theearly attempts to measure the contribution of education
to economic growth were based either' on the growth accounting

(16) Mincer, p. 20.
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approach, used by Denison and others or on the rate of return to
human capital, an approach adopted by Schultz and others, Growth
accounting is based on the concept of an aggregate production
funetion, which Iinks output ey) lo the input of physieal capital
(K) and labor (L). The simplest form of production funetion
assumed in many of thesc s tudies is a linearly homogenous produc
tion funetion Ye::: f(K,L). The results of Denisorı's estimating pro
cedure are as follows;

Table 1
ESTIMATES OF THE CONTRIBUTION o.F EDUCATlON TO PAST
AND FUTURE GRWTH OF REAL NATIONAL INCOME FOR THE

UNITED STATES

Growth rate of total real national

1909-1929 1929-56 1960-80

ineome

Amount 'Of growth rate ascribed to
education .. .

Percent of growth rate ascribcd to
educatiorı .. .

Growth rate of real national ineome
per person employed . .

Amount of growth rate ascribed to
education . .

Percent of growth rate ascribed lu
edueation . .

2.82

0.35

12.00

1.22

0.35

29.00

2.93

0.67

23.00

1.60

0.67

42.00

3.33

0.64

19.00

1.62

0.64

40.00

Source: Edward F. Denisen «Measurmg the Contrlbutlon of Edu
cation to Economlc Growth», THEJOURNAL OF BUSI
NESS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO, Aprill 1962,
p. 35.

The calculations irıdicate that improvement in the quality of
the labor force through additicnal education made a very large
contribution to the United States growth rates in the period of
1929··1957, equal to 23 percent of the growth rate of total rea1
national ineome and 42 percent of the growth rate of re al national
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ineome per person employed. According to the table, in terms of
percentage points in the growth rates, the contribution was only
about half as large in 1909-1929 and will eointinue at about 1929
1957 level in 1960-1980.

Denisorı's attempt to explain United States economic growth
between 1910 and 1960 in terms of increases in labor and physical
capital immediately established, however, that there was a large
«residual» that could not be explained in this way. Therefore later
studies which made by using both Denisorı's and Schultz's method
found the contribution of education in the United States to be only
15 percent while that in other advanced countries varied conside
rably like shown in Table 2.

it can be easily corıclude [rom the table that increased educa
tion of the labor force appears to explain a substantial part of the
growth of output in both developed and developing countries since
1950. However, these estimates rest on a wide variety of theoretical
assumptions that have been challenged. Recent attempts to use
econometric techniques to relate inputs to output, nevertheless
have again demonstrated the link between education and growth
of output. For instance, one study which was made by Norman
Hicks in 1980 for World Bank examined the re1ationship between
growth and literacy as a measure of educational development and
life expectancy for the period of 1960-1977 found that the twelve
developing countrieswith the fastest growth rate had well above
average levels of literacy and life expectancy.

Table 3 shows that not only literacy levels rise with the level
of national income, but these twelve countries have higher levels
of literacy and life expectancy than would be predicted. In the
case of Korea and Thailand, for instance, the considerable differ
ence between actual and expected literacy levels suggests that
rapidly growing countries have well developed human resources

However all the studies which we have mentioned so far fail
to prove causality; educatiorıal expansion may be a result of eco
nomic growth rather than vice versa. Some economists have
worked on this causality, though. Peaslee (1967), for example,
draws on historical and contemporary data to show that sustairıed

economic growth was not achieved in his sample of countries until
10 percent of the population was enrolled in primary schooL. Ramos
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23.2
12.4
16.0

15.9
3.3

14.7
10.5

16.5
3.3
4.5
4.1
4.9
6.5
0.8
2.5
2.4

14.0
4.0
6.0
2.0
3.0
4.7
7.0
5.0
7.0

12.0
6.7

25.0
15.0

Ta:ble 2.
CONTRIBUTIONS OF EDUCATION TO ECONOMIC

GROWTH

PERCENTAGE CONTRIBUT.
TO ANNUAL GROWTH RATE

THE

COUNTRY------------------------
NORT AMERICA

Canada .
United States .

EUROPE
Belgium .
Denmark .
Franee .
Germany, Ff~d. Rep. .. .
Greeee .
Israel .
Italy .
Netherlands .
Norway .
United Kingdom ..
U.S.S.R. .. .

LATIN AMERICA
Argentina .
Brasil .
Chile .
Columbia .
Eeuador .
Honduras .
Mexieo .
Peru .
Venezuela ..

ASlA
Korea, repo of .
Japan .
Malaysia .
Philippines .

AFRICA
Ghana .
Kenya .
Nigeria .

Souree: Psacharopoulos, p. 18.
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Table 3. Eoonomic Growth and Life Expectancy, Selected
Economies

Deviations Deviations
from expected from expected

Growth Life levels levels
rate, expectancy, of life Adult Iiteracy,

1960 -77 1960 expectancy literacy, 1960 1960
Economy (percent) (years) (years) (percent) (percent)

Sirıgapore 7.7 64.0 3.1 n.a, n.a.
Korea, Rep. of 7.6 54.0 11.1 71.0 43.6
Taiwan 6.5 64.0 15.5 54.0 14.2
Hong Kong 6.3 65.0 6.5 70.0 6.4
Greece 6.1 68.0 5.7 81.0 7.5 .
Portugal 5.7 62.0 4.7 62.0 1.7
Spain 5.3 68.0 1.8 87.0 1.2
Yugoslavia 5.2 62.0 4.7 no 16.7
Brazil 4.9 57.0 3.0 61.0 8.6
Israel 4.6 69.0 2.0 n.a. n.a.
Thailand 4.5 51.0 9.5 68.0 43.5
Tunisia 4) 48.0 -0.5 16.0 -23.8
Average: top 12 5,7 61.0 5.6 64.7 12.0
Average: all 2.4 48.0 0.0 37.6 0.0

n.a, Not available.
a. Growth rate of re al per capita GNP.
SOURCE: PSACHAROPOULOS, p.17.

(1970) also found that in Latin America rapid growth in manufac
turing output between 1960-1970 was based on significant impro
vements in the quality of the labor force.ObviouS'ly these two
studies also support the Iindings of previous studies showing that
there is a causality from education to development (17).

C. The Link Between Education and Agricultural Development

A major corıcern of agricnltural development in newly develo
ping countries is to prornote the transformation from traditional
to modern agriculture. Traditional agriculture is in large part
subsistance, self sufficient farming. But the more agriculture
modernizes, the more it ties in with the economy of adjacent urban
areas of the nation and even of foreign countries. Many of the
personnel needs for modern or modernizing agriculture are off the

(17) Lyrı Sq ulre, Employment Policy in Developing Countries: A Survey of Issues
and Evidence, Oxford University Press, NewYork, waı, p. 1,94.
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farm. Just as essential to efficient modern farming as the tiller of
the soil himself are the suppliers of necessary .inputs, such as
fertilizers, seeds, incesticides and implements and the marketers
and processers of farm produet. An education and training program
to aid in the modernization of agriculture especially if it is directed
not only at agruculturalists in the narrow sense but alsa at person
nel for agriculture related industries and services in the villages,
towns and cities has positive effect on agricultural education and
developrnental education can he corısidered to effect agricultural
progress.

The first one İs the education of farmers. By farmers we
mean those persons who work the land to grow crops, operators,
tenants ..ete, There is growing evidence of the importance of Iirıks

between educational invesment and the productivity of farmer.
To make clear the effect of education on agricultural development
we can see the relationsip between the stages of agricultural tech
nology and educational requirements from table 4.

As we can see from table 4 traditional farming where techni
ques are handed from father to son requires little or no formal
education, The second stage involves to use of a single modern
input, for example, the utilization of fertilizer required to have
rudimentary literacy and knowledge of addition, subtraction and
division. In the third stage, which is the stage of fully improved
technology, the farmer should take his own initiative requires an
understanding of long division, multiplication and other mathema
tical procedures, ahility to read and write; and rudimentary
knowledge of same chemical and biological principles. Finally full
irrigatiorı-basedfarming, which is the fourth stage, requires farmers
to calculate the effects of changes in crops, climate, to understand
basic concepts drawn from chemistry, biology, physics ...ete, Here
the important point is that agricultural education and training of
farmers must include not only instruction in new techniques but
alsa information on newand profitable cash crops and potential
local markets. Such agricultural education and training must be
directed towards the farmer himself and not towards scholl
pupils (18).

(18) Philip J. Foster, «The Vocational School Fallacy in Development Plannlrıg»,

EDUCATION AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, Ed. Arnold Anderson and
M. Jean Bowman, Aldine Publishing Company, Chicago, 1955, p. 159.
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Table 4.

FOUR BASIC STAGES OF AGRICULTURAL, PRODUCTlVITY
AND THEIR LEARNING REQUIREMENTS

farmer-entrepreneurs
technology level Agricultural inputs

Minimum learning
requirements

Level A:

Traditional farming local varieties of
seeds and implements

addition and
subtractiorı

Level B:

Intermediate
technology

Small quantities of
fertilizer.

addition and
subtraction division
and rudimentary
literacy

Level C:

Fully improved
technology

high - yiclding varieties:
proven seeds, seed
rates/acre, fertilizer
ratcs/acre, pest control
rates/acre

Multiplication long
division and other
more comlex
mathematical poc.
reading and writiı

rudimentary knowledge
of chemistry and
biology

Level D:

all above inputs:
tubewell access during
the off-season and
water rates/acre

Full irrigation
based farming

Mathematics
independent written
communieation, high
reading eomprehension
ability to research
unfamiliar eoneepts,
elementary biology,
ehemistry ete.

Souree: Stephen P. Heyneman, "Improving the QuaIity of Education in
Developing Courıtries", FINANCE AND DEVELOPMENT, Mareh
1983, Vol. 20, Nu. 1, p.19.

The second area in which general education and developrnental
education can be considered to effect agricultural progress is the
education of those serving farmers directly: such people as exten
sion agents, district agricultural officers, community development
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experts and so forth. The Ievel of training and edueation required
by extension agents is basically determined by the level of teehnical
competence and economic skill of the farmers being served. if the
average level af the farmer is law, the teehnician does not require
as mueh subject matter teehnical training as if the average level
of farmers is high.

The third area is the edueation of those serving farmers indi
reetly: businessman who buy and sell goods produeed or used by
farmers, manufaetures who produee items used by farmer in
produetion ...ete.

Fourth, the education of those who are leading the farmers
by making policies. The leader and policy makers for agricu1ture
include not only the rnembers of political parties involved in the
legislative process but also the top stratum of the government,
ministries, agencies, bureaus ... ete. These persons affeet farmers
and agricu1tural growth in the early stages lagely through the
policies and programs which they Iormulate for agricu1ture.

At this point, an attraetive example can be given from Denmark
to show what edueation and trairıing can do for agricu1tural de
velopment. In rapid sueeession in the rnid-nineteenth century Den
mark lost 1and and national prestige in the wars against Prussia
an then grain markets and prosperity as the New World prairies
were opened up and the Atlantic freight rates were slashed. Yet in
this period the Danish residential colleges were started .and thri
ved and the Danish peasant who had been deseribed as unprog
ressive, sullen, suspicious, averse to experiment and ineapable of
associated enterprise beeame forward-looking cheerful, scientifi
cally minded, resourceful and eooperative. A Danish Education Ins
pector remarked in the early days how quickly the young man and
women learned: he was impressed not so much by the knowledge
they have acquired as by the fact that, they leave the schoo1s dif
ferent: people, having learned to hear, to see, to think and to use
their powers. These beeame the young peasant farmers who within
a generation transformed Danish agriculture into the most effici
ent butter and bacon producing economy in the world. The pea
sant helped himself. He adepted his methods to the new circums
tanees. He was open to new ideas and willing to apply them. The
mobility, the capacity and the eu1ture that such a radical change
calls for, when it is to be made by voluntary effort, the Danish
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peasantry then possessed, and this fact is certainly due to the inf
luence of the Danish Folk High Schools (19).

SUMMARY

Since the time of Adam Smith, economists have known that
people are an important part of the wealth of nations. However,
«human capital» and «education» concepts did not get enough
attention from the modern economists up until 1960's. The main
reasons for this lack of interest were our values and beliefs which
inhibit us from looking upon human beigns as capital goods, except
in slavery. In 1960's this faulty reasoning had ended by some
economists Iike Theodere W. Schultz, Edward F. Denison, Frederick
Harbison ..ete, proving that improvement in the quality of labor
force through additicnal education made a very large contribution
to economic growth.

Once we considereducation as an invesetment we have to
determine the optimum level of edilcational invesetment to provide
effective resource allocation. This need requires to have an educa
tional planning. since education is a very long term investment
this planning should be long term. Also the rates of return to edu
cation must be compared with the rates of return to alternative
types of investments,

Education and Training may contribute to growth in two
different ways. First1y, it may raise the quality of the labor force
which may be presumed to increase labour productivity. Secondly
an upgrading of the educational background of the population may
accelerate the rate at which society's stock of knowledge itself
advances. Emprica:l researches have showed that there is a link
between educational expansion and both agricultural and indust
rial growth. According to Denison, for instance, percent of growth
rate ascribed to education in the U.S.A. was 23 between 1929-1956.
Ramos also found that in Latin America rapid growth in manufac
turing output between 1960-1970 was based on significant impro
vements in the quality of labor force through education.

(19) Eugene Staley, Planning Occupational Education and Training for Develop
ment, Praeger Publishers, New'York. 1971, p. 43.
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Education and training can also make eontribution to agricul
tural development by helping to the transformation from traditi
onal to modern agriculture. Agrieultural edueation and training
reduces fertilizer using to the optimal point as well as it may also
give knowledge about pest control/acre, water rates/aere ..ete.
which are the sourees of agricultural growth. Studies in Korea,
Malaysia, Nepal and Denmark demonstrate that edueation incre
ases the physical produetivity of farmer.
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